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INTRODUCTIO N N 

Claimss and Counterclaims 

Thiss thesis argues for  an increase in awareness of the influence exerted by "academic 

nationalism""  in academic discourse by elucidating the role of the nation as a framework and 

unitt  of research in academic policy and research in, potentially, all nation-states. The 

persistentt  use of the "nation' *  as a unit of research is a precondition for  the phenomenon of 

academicc nationalism which biases academic debate in favour  of nation-centred orientations in 

academicc argument This thesis provides some clues for  the delineation of academic 

nationalismm and recognizing its ideological and institutional aspects, and points out some 

consequencess of its bias in various social-science disciplines. Here, a distinction is made 

betweenn classification systems that draw on natural, cultural and globalist categories for 

pullin gg up various (soft and hard) boundaries between nations and civilizations, showing the 

effectss of the various ways in which academic nationalism claims the nation from a range of 

politicall  angles. Furthermore, the thesis deals with the role of temporal strategies that enable 

academicss to manipulate the relations between nations by means of various time-constructs 

(suchh as progressive, digressive, cyclical, spiral, leaping, and gradual forms of the passage of 

time).. It is concluded that academic nationalism generates a frame of mind in which the nation 

andd its characteristics are central to social-science research. Academic nationalism tends to 

neglectt  issues that cannot be generalized to the unit of the nation, and overlooks problems 

thatt  call for  variables that stress the centrality of the universal or  localized nature of research 

problematic.. A clearer  delineation of social science from nation-state politics is called for. To 

thiss end, a methodological frame is introduced for  exploring when nationalist ideology may be 

slippingg into academic debate. 

Thoughh throughout the thesis, I make use of examples from the academic world in 

Chinaa and Japan, the scope of the arguments made is not confined to research in East Asia. In 

miss sense, to a degree, I use an a-historical approach. It partiall y decontextualizes instances 

off  academic discourse maintained by a range of scholars from various academic disciplines in 

orderr  to throw light on various aspects of academic nationalism. Nevertheless, this approach 

originall yy stems from a wish to understand the role of the nation under  the Chinese 

communistt  regime, and the images of the nation used to legitimize it. When I speak of 

academicc nationalism in mis thesis, I refer  mainly to academic nationalism on the level of the 
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nation-stale,, not the lower level of, for example, the academic nationalism of Tibetan 

resistancee fighters. Furthermore, the arguments made here refer to a kind of discourse mat is, 

att least, partly funded by state authorities, and is closely aligned with education policies. 

Thus,, after the 1978-reforms, in the 1980s, some schools of thought in China began to 

increasinglyy emphasize the importance of cultural tradition in the education, organization and 

thee further development of China. Some attempts at defining the Chinese past and China's 

pathh of development were censored, others were not. Therefore, the question arose, what is 

thee political meaning and what are the consequences of adhering to certain academic 

"paradigms""  for the relations between various schools of thought and factions, and for the 

wayss in which international relations are viewed and maintained At the same time, New Age 

movementss in the U.S. and Europe began to rediscover the East for its wisdom, and popular* 

sciencee books by, for example, Gary Zukav and Fritjof Capra. Such works stressed the 

relevancee of Eastern tradition and Yin-Yang thought to science and global environmental 

protection,, and attracted attention world-wide. Oddly, the found source of ancient wisdom, 

China,, in the 1980s was putting all its efforts into modernization, while problems of 

industriall  accidents and environmental pollution were rampant1 On the one hand, the 

Chinesee leadership, which held onto the universalist ideology of socialism, was increasingly 

emphasizingg the relevance of modernization that was accompanied by an increasing inequality 

off  wealth distribution. On the other hand, in technologically advanced and wealthy countries, 

somee of those fed up with modern lif e were exploring ways of "going back to nature," often 

lookingg to "Eastern traditions" for spiritual comfort and guidance. In China, however, 

traditionn dug up in academic circles became a means, not just for the expression of ancient 

wisdomm but for indicating a certain political preference. By some, tradition was used in 

supportt of Marxist dialectics, to others it proved the correctness of views in systems theory; 

too some it served as a source and back-up for neo-Confucianism, neo-Taoism and other neo-

isms,, and to others it disproved the correctness of the Enlightenment, including its Marxist 

offspring.. In none of these interpretations the universal values behind these philosophies and 

theirr implications were taken very seriously. Whereas in the 1980s, attempts were still made 

too invoke tradition in support of what was interpreted as Western forms of democracy and 

ii  Cf. Vavlac Srail 1960; 1993; Yu Shicheng E19B6; Yu Stuwen and Yu Zewen E1986. 
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liberalism,, in the 1990s, ancient philosophy increasingly served to exclusively prove the 

uniquenesss of Chinese tradition, and the wisdom of Eastern modes of thought, while 

disprovingg the superiority of the West at the same time. Paradoxically, the same scholars 

claimedd to build bridges between Chinese and Western thought, Marxism and tradition. True 

pluralismm of thought seemed to thrive in the academic China of the 1990s. 

Nevertheless,, I maintain that political influencing, and historical and institutional 

factorss severely obstruct an improvement in the conditions for academic debate: the politics 

off  diversity places limits on academic depth. I also argue that academic nationalism is partly 

responsiblee for this. Though I only provide a small, non-representative, selection of examples 

extractedd from a rich variety of lively academic discourse, it does give the reader an 

impressionn of some major issues debated by scholars. And though some of the subjects 

discussedd here are specific to a Chinese and Japanese context, the question of how and when 

too use the unit of the nation is not limited to those countries. This is why this thesis pleads 

withh scholars in general for giving ample consideration to the role assigned to the unit of the 

nationn before giving it a place in academic research. The examples extracted from a Japanese 

andd Chinese academic context only underline its urge. At the risk of becoming repetitive, it 

mustt be emphasized that examples given to illustrate various aspects of academic nationalism 

inn Japan and China are not meant to be representative of Japanese and Chinese academic life. 

Theyy are meant to illuminate questions that academics ask about society and interhuman 

relations,, phrased in terms of national units. 

Ass geographical neighbours, having important episodes of recent history in common 

andd sharing several philosophical and linguistic sources and political and technological 

developments,, one might expect Japanese and Chinese scholars to invoke similar traditions 

andd ask similar questions of history when discussing issues of national identity, especially, as 

thee notion of "Eastern values" has become a popular hem of discussion over the last few 

decades.. Human creativity has proved these expectations wrong. Japanese academic 

nationalistss have defined the Japanese as very different from the Chinese, just as they have 

donee so in case of "Westerners.**  Whereas some Japanese academics experience the West as a 

bullyy (referred to in the third person plural, symbolized by They or Them), Chinese poverty 

andd backwardness have been ground for others to snub China. Until the 1980s, China's 
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communistt ideology was perceived as a threat by some, but to others the Chinese political 

systemm served as a model. In academic nationalism, China was ignored, worshipped and 

analyzedd as an exotic, but always very different and threatening big "Other," imagined as both 

inferiorr and primitive in many ways. Large parts of both Chinese and Japanese academic 

circles,, therefore, perceived the West as a threat, and many academics defmed "Our" nation 

byy setting it off against the West To most Chinese intellectuals, both the West and Japan 

weree perceived as a threat and most historians over recent decades have assigned to China the 

rolee of victim, and sometimes that of socialist saviour, in modern history; to Japanese 

academicc nationalists, China is the Other that harbours some of the sources of rice 

civilization,, is home to some of the world's most ancient human relics, and constitutes the 

territoryy from which a part of its population and language originate. Japanese academic 

nationalists,, however, do not expend as much effort on debating the language, racial 

characteristics,, political system and the ideas and customs deriving from Confucianism, 

Buddhismm (especially Huayan [Kegon]), Taoism [Shinto],2 and Chan [Zen] they have in 

common.33 Usually, the features that China and Japan seem to have in common are redefined 

ass having acquired their true character in the Japanese context by their amalgamation with 

whatt are defined as indigenous traditions, such as Shinto, the way of the Bushi (Samurai), the 

Emperorr system and native conceptions of nature, the unique conditions of the Japanese 

archipelago,, and special Japanese sensibilities. Whereas Chinese scholars might refer to 

Confucianism,, Chinese character script, the emperor system, Chinese political philosophies 

andd religions, and Mongolian race as factors shared by the Chinese and Japanese, Japanese 

academicc nationalists more commonly indicate rice-civilization, tea, and concepts of group 

identityy as the staple ingredients of the cultures of both countries. The ways in which 

22 Of course Shinto and Taoism are not the same [Cf. Ono Sokyo 1991], but some authors emphasize the 
Chinesee origins of both. [Cf. Li Mingfei 1992] 

33 The famous popularizer  of Zen in English, Suzuki Daisetz, for  example, provides a nativist picture of Zen 
andd emphasizes its Japanese character. Even when he talks about Chinese Chan, Suzuki reads Japanese Zen back into 
it::  "th e history of Zen in Japan is far  younger  than in China, but it was so adaptable to the character  of the Japanese 
people,, especially in its moral and aesthetic aspects, that it has penetrated far  more deeply into Japanese lif e than into 
Chinese.""  [Suzuki 1991: 346] Zen is presented as a product of Chinese culture that was eventually brought to fruitio n in 
thee context of Japanese culture. For  example, the sudden/gradual- controversy over  the achievement of satori, i.e., 
enlightenment,, is said to have helped "th e further  progress of pure Zen by eliminating unessential or  rather  undigested 
elements""  borrowed from Indian Buddhism. Despite this evolutionary framework, Suzuki denied any essential historical 
continuityy between Indian religious tradition s and Zen. [Faure 1993: 64] 
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academicc nationalists in both countries legitimize nation-state policies, however, do not differ 

much.. For  mis reason I also discuss the structure or  grammar of ideology creation in academic 

nationalism::  the framework by which boundaries are pulled up between nations. 

Thiss study covers a wide range of research themes in what I call academic nationalism in 

Chinaa and Japan. It does not try to measure the levels of nationalism; nor  does it intend to 

stickk labels onto scholars. Rather, it is meant as an exploration of the role of the nation (and 

otherr  large units of research) in academic theory. As such, the research scope of this study 

includess all academic theory that automatically presupposes the concept of the nation to be a 

validd unit of comparison or  framework in social-science research, and attributes causality to 

thee nation-state beyond its overtly demonstrable functions. Therefore not only the overt 

expressionss of national symbols, but also more subtle appearances of the nation in academic 

theoryy are examined in the light of nationalist knowledge production 

Thee question of whether  nationalism in Japan or  China is different from nationalism 

elsewhere,, or  whether  we can locate a kind of nationalism with unique Chinese or  Japanese 

characteristicss is not relevant in this thesis. At issue are the patterns that can be detected in 

thee production of nationalist ideology in relation to national and foreign policies, and the 

regularitiesregularities in the ways in which, for  instance, history, geography, climate, language, the 

humann cerebrum, earwax, chess, customs, and dreams are moulded into theories of national 

identity,, and finally,  the change of these patterns and regularities in time. 

II  set out to understand the ways in which the habitual and political applications of 

vaguee and generalizing concepts such as the "nation"  and "civilization* ' are partly shaped by, 

andd have consequences for, global conflict and struggles at home. Apart from influencing 

worldl yy affairs, academic nationalism affects the capacity of scholars to deal with academic 

issues.. Therefore attention is payed to the ways in which scholars limi t their  research by 

dividin gg up the world into civilizations, regions and nations, the values they ascribe to them 

andd the processes through which knowledge is obtained under  various kinds of constraints, 

formss of censorship, and ideological orientations. Though examples are drawn from academic 

nationalismm in China and Japan, this thesis approaches the regularities in academic 

nationalismm that are not confined to any one nation-state. It looks at how various ideologies 
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aree mobilized in the academic world to legitimize their respective views of Our nation and its 

attitudess and policies toward other countries and parts of the world. Emphasis is placed on 

howw academic nationalists deal with universalist and culturalist markers in the construction of 

theirr views of the nation from the point of view of various disciplines. 

InIn order to situate the examples I am referring to in the main argument, I use Part I to 

givee some contextual information on some of the main institutional resources I use: the 

Chinesee Academy of Social Sciences [CASS] and the International Research Centre of 

Japanesee Studies [Nichibunken].4 My brief introduction of these institutes serves as an 

estimationn of the relation between research staff and academic policies, which contributes to 

ann understanding of the selection of vocabulary, formulations, topics, and mode of debates 

heldd in academic nationalism. Though the discussion of the framework of academic 

nationalismm covers examples that have bearing only on academic debates held over a few 

decades,, notes serve to fill  in on the historical background and meaning of important historic 

figuress to these debates. Secondly, I use debates held around Edward Said's "Orientalism" as 

aa context for pointing out the fallacies of applying simplistic dualities of hegemonic power 

ontoo definitions of China and Japan created by Japanese and Chinese scholars on one 

another'ss nations in different periods of time. Finally, I discuss why the emotions unleashed 

byy symbols can be so forceful, and what "rational" academic theory has to do with i t 

Thee short introduction to Nichibunken and CASS intends to give an institutional 

backgroundd to most of the authors whose works are discussed below. More details are given 

inn the main text, each time an author is introduced, while some main institutional aspects of 

academicc nationalism are discussed in Part VII . It is clear that both CASS and Nichibunken 

havee close ties with political leaders, although research done at CASS is more explicitly 

constrainedd by research guidelines and regulations. While research themes at CASS are 

selectedd to fit and serve National Planning, thinking of new, original, research themes at 

Nichibunkenn is part of the research tasks of its staff. While research at CASS is subject to 

indirectt and direct guidelines and regulations, research done at Nichibunken is ultimately 

decidedd upon by the organizers of research groups and forums themselves and by their 

44 International Research Centre of Japanese Studies: BHIRB^tJtfclffft'feV^ — Kokusai Nikon Bunka 
KenkyuuKenkyuu Sentaa at Nichibunken. Abbreviated here as Nichibunken. 
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audiences.. In part this is a result of the different aims pursued by CASS and Nichibunken. 

Partt of the work done at CASS is meant to deliver high quality research in support of reform 

policiess and fulfi l advisory functions to state organs. Many research projects belong to the 

realmm of applied policy research, while other research projects, such as those related to the 

renewall  of Marxism and Socialism with Chinese Characteristics are of an ideological nature. 

Researchh conducted at Nichibunken has no direct function in national policies of 

development,, but instead is meant to encourage the creation of a Japanese approach to the 

sociall  sciences, the arts and humanities, and has an international propagandist side to it, at the 

samee time as it is supposed to facilitate international communication. This latter phenomenon 

iss discussed in Part Vn.3 under "The dual nature of academic nationalism: symbolic and 

cognitivee pressures." 

Inn Part I I explore the problem of academic nationalism and define the concept 

generallyy as an overemphasis on the unit of the nation in academic research. Part n, m and TV 

makee a distinction between three ways of classifying nations and regions (natural, cultural and 

globalist)) and discuss examples from academic nationalism in Japanese and Chinese academic 

discourse.. In Part V I discuss some consequences of using a certain mode of marking nations 

andd the differences between the three modes in terms of the boundaries erected between Us, 

thee Other, and Them (and Absentees), and according to the construction of groups vertically, 

laterallyy and in time. Part VI discusses the three different approaches to the nation-state in 

termss of the consequences they have for the enterprise of social science, while Part VII 

discussess some of the institutional aspects of academic nationalism, and the ways in which it 

structuress the production of knowledge centred around the nation-state. 

AA  Methodological Backlash 

Inn 1996 I set out to compare the methods of production of nationalist academic theories in 

Japann and China, to be more precise, Nichibunken and CASS. My fieldwork was to cover one 

academicc year at Nichibunken and one academic year at CASS. 

Myy central research question read "how is scientific discourse used in the production 

off  nationalist ideologies that emphasize difference from the West and the 'uniqueness' of 

Japann and China?" Derivative questions concerned the role of the notions of East and West, 
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andd China and Japan in academic theory, and the ways in which the use of scientific concepts 

inn discussing national and international issues vary in time and political space. Before starting 

myy fieldwork, I tried to order my thoughts on the research themes of the taxonomie use of 

dichotomies,, approaches to nationalism in the academic world, the concept of "establishment 

intellectuals,""  and theories of hegemony and resistance. During fieldwork I made use of 

severall  methods for gaining experience in my research habitat and for gathering materials. 

/.. Recorded Research Materials 

Duringg my fieldwork in Beijing, I made use of various written sources of information and 

recordedd research materials, such as the library of the CASS Graduate School, the CASS 

Centree for Documents and Periodicals, newspapers, t.v., and bookshops. I collected the work 

off  CASS staff members available in bookshops, articles in official newspapers (especially 

Guangmingg Ribao, an official newspaper for intellectuals), periodicals (Such as Strategy and 

Management,, which is regarded as important in political and academic circles), and the most 

importantt academic journals of the CASS (such as Social Sciences in China IEf ,9$t&$M& 

Historicall  Research $fi#ffl%, Archaeology # " £, Economic Research Journal i&WWfc 

Philosophicall  Research ^f^ffi^E , Journal of Law &3*HF%, Literary Review JC^Wifc, 

Worldd Economy ut^£E$F). I also read nationalist oriented works in general, and academic 

dictionariess that give official definitions of concepts, or introductions to famous social 

scientists.. I collected articles from Guangming Ribao, China Daily; newly published books; 

bookss and articles from the libraries; books and articles given to me at conferences or at the 

institute;; and, most importantly, articles that have been collected and ordered by the 

documentationn office of the Institute of Philosophy (CASS): collected materials cover the 

subjectss of 'nationalism', 'anthropology*, 'philosophy and science', 'social science and 

philosophy'' (formerly 'Marxism and philosophy'), 'social and natural science', 'Einstein and 

philosophy',, 'physics and philosophy', 'systems science'. 

Inn the library of Nichibunken, a mini-replica of the Britisch Library, I perused 

publicationss by staff of Nichibunken and related researchers. I also collected articles 

publishedd in the 1990s by Nichibunken staff, that are construed around typifications of East 

andd West, and Japan and China. Collected materials showed an enormous variety of 
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perspectivess from which the uniqueness of Japanese management, organization, 

communication,, human relations, and appreciation of lif e and the Japanese relation with 

naturee etc. are highlighted. Among the perspectives used in those works are biological, 

anthropological,, archeological, linguistic, cultural , economic, social, nutritiona l and technical 

ones.. Methods include hermeneutical, positivist, stnictural-runctionalist , and holistic 

approachess and "relaturaism." 5 I skimmed through periodicals and symposia-briefings 

publishedd by Nichibunken and went collected newspaper  clippings of articles by 

Nichibunken-stafff  and people associated with Nichibunken collected by the information-

sectionn of Nichibunken. I also made copies of relevant articles from "Japan Review,"  Nihon 

KenkyuuKenkyuu [Japan Research] and Nichibunken. 

II  also checked out tv. programmes and videos for  documentaries and discussions 

betweenn scientists on China and Japan, international relations, culture and science. Some 

sourcess provided information on die public image of some academics. For  example, staff from 

Nichibunkenn are extremely camera friendly.  The director  of Nichibunken, Kawai Hayao, often 

appearss on tv. debates on science and psychology, always in relation to Japanese culture; 

and,, Inoue Shinichi is a popular  panel-member in entertainment programmes. One educational 

NHKK  tv.-documentary, called "omoshiroi chishikijin" (translatable both as "interesting 

intellectuals""  and "weir d intellectuals"), seemed to be only quasi-serious when, in May 1997, 

itt  started its series with Yasuda Yoshinori from Nichibunken, the pollen-specialist in search 

off  the ideal ecological tree-respecting society. 

Summarizingg and translating relevant press and research materials formed a part of my 

effortss to orient myself in, to me, unfamiliar  academic circles. Processing data in files by 

subjectt  and name of persons and organizations, finding connections between organizations 

andd the ties that bind persons together  in networks was time consuming, but rewarding as it 

madee my data more accessible. Initially , I gathered materials that 

-- were presented as "scientific"  and aimed to deal politically with international relations; 

-- materials whose authors) occupy an important position within the academic community 

and/orr  are quoted frequently; 

55 "Relatumism"  takes the relationship between people rather  than the individual as the point of departure for 
analysis,, see Hamaguchi Eshun's kanjinshugi in IV.3. 
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-- publications by well-known academics that propagate cultural/moral superiority of Our 

Nation,, the East, the West or Asia, and "prove" it by means of pseudoscientific theory. 

Whenn later on my research aim had changed, I began focusing on examples of academic 

theoryy that could illustrate various ways of categorizing national and regional groupings. My 

searchh for data, therefore, changed fundamentally from materials that could help me 

understandd how science is used for redefining the nation-state to materials that express the 

variouss ways in which academic theory in general is formulated within the frame of the 

nation-state.. This was a radical step, but a necessary one. I had noticed that, in the 1980s, 

Chinesee scientistic theories, such as systems-science, cybernetics, and information theory, in 

social-sciencee were used to argue for, to the regime, alternative views of the nation-state. I 

foundd hundreds of such publications in bookshops; in the 1990s, I had found examples of 

academicc theories in Japan that invoke science to prove the urge of reorganizing society along 

variouss "native" lines of thought and behaviour. Interestingly, both "native" schools of 

applyingg modern science to society had closely followed developments in modern science, 

whichh is often associated with "the West." For example, the theoretical reference point of 

academicss in both countries seemed to trail developments in science philosophy from 

cyberneticss to systems, from systems to complex systems, and from there on straight to 

chaoss theory. However, to my surprise, in the China of the 1990s, despite the vast increase 

inn the number of bookshops and the variety of books on sale, I only found a few books on 

systems-sciencee and complexity. Moreover, they appeared far more serious than their 

precursors,, while the number of books on Chinese tradition and culture had increased greatly. 

Inn a way, therefore, the nature of the research materials I was looking for forced me to look 

forr an explanation for the disappearance of my research topic. Apparently, the number of 

wayss for social scientists to express an opinion on the Chinese nation-state had increased. 

Butt as in Japan a tradition of Japanese uniqueness has influenced Japanese social science 

greatly,, a comparison still seemed to be feasible. Accordingly, my research question changed 

intoo "how do various social-scientists in China and Japan define the nation-state, East and 

West,, China and Japan in academic theory;'*  and, "how does the framework of the nation-

statee in academic theory influence research results?" 
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2.2. Attending Lectures, Meetings and Symposia 

Inn Kyoto, I checked newspapers and magazines for announcements of symposia, lectures, 

meetings,, and other gatherings. Symposia, meetings and workshops organized by universities 

andd governmental organs are announced in local newspapers. Papers and hand-outs on the 

contentss of lectures are in some cases obtainable by mail. An enormous number of symposia 

andd lectures on cultural values and international relations are organized in Kyoto by various 

institutions,, such as the Japan Foundation, Nichibunken, DAS [International Institute for 

Advancedd Studies, Keihanna],6 the municipal government, the International Community 

Centree [Kokusai Kooryu Kaikan], the International Community House and Kyoto 

University.. Common themes are Japanese Fuudo (an environmental deterministic theory on 

thee characteristics of human culture), Japanese traditional values, and Japanese organizational 

forms.. I tried to attend if speakers were well-known figures in die academic world 

Byy attending lectures I learned about the kind of people attracted by public lectures. 

Seniorr members of Nichibunken and famous universities such as Kyoto University attract 

largee audiences (full conference halls and community centres with a capacity of over 1000 

seats);; a large part of the audience is over 60 years of age, bom male and female, another large 

groupp comprises students. Topics such as international relations, international 

communicationn and management, however, attract large groups of company managers' parties 

andd technicians, as well as students. Most speakers at forums were academics, others were 

famouss personalities among artists and industrialists. Considering the relatively small size of 

thee staff of Nichibunken, professors of Nichibunken are extremely well represented in the 

culturall  and international relations scene. 

Whenn I became acquainted with the geography and organizational culture of CASS 

(thee Institute of Philosophy, in particular), I followed lectures announced in its various 

institutes.. I also studied the subject for which I was accepted at the Institute of Philosophy, 

systemss science. Although institutes organize open lectures, outsiders are usually introduced 

too meetings through a mediator; often it is difficult to find out if and when they are held. I 

havee spent much time checking out all of the 16 institutes that are housed in the main CASS 

66 IIA S [International Institut e for  Advanced Studies, Keihanna] is an institute located in the second science 
cityy of Japan, Keihanna, and is modelled after  the Princeton Institut e for  Advanced Studies. 
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building.. But since the announcements of meetings are usually conveyed personally, by 

telephone,, or at a previous meeting, it did not get me very far. Instructions given to keep me 

informedd were not effective. I usually found out about meetings by just hanging around the 

near-emptyy building (most scholars work at home, apart from Tuesdays or Thursdays, on 

whichh days the presence of everyone is required for academic meetings, administrative 

matterss and the exchange of news and presents). Each research office in the Institute of 

Philosophyy organizes two meetings a month, for eight months a year. Most lectures I 

attendedd were lively, in the sense that questions raised often culminated in spirited debate. I 

neverr felt left out and some scholars went out of their way to involve me in their activities. 

However,, I only attended one seminar at CASS. Most tutorials take place at the home of the 

Professor.. There is not much working space at the CASS Institute of Philosophy so most 

stafff  work at home. 

Att Nichibunken, all senior staff have their own research-groups. Groups comprise 

colleaguess from Nichibunken and universities with an affinity for the particular branch of 

researchh pursued. I attended relevant joint-research and general research meetings when 

possiblee and translated and analyzed recordings when relevant. Other meetings open to 

postgraduatee students are symposia (open to the public), public lectures (in the lecture hall) 

andd the "Thursday Evening Seminars" (in English and Japanese in turn) and forums 

(organizedd in cooperation with the Japan Foundation and held at the Japan Foundation in 

Kyoto).. Additionally, I attended four symposia ("The Origins of Japan," "Japanese Story-

telling,""  "The Joomon Era," and "Japanese Systems." 

3.3. Participation, Interviews 

Communicatingg with research-staff in their working environment adds an extra dimension to 

studyingg the written work of academics, as voice, expressions and gestures throw a different 

lightt on the human creator of written hypotheses on international relations. Dealing with a 

Western,, white, female student provoked anti-Western sentiments in some staff. For 

example,, when I asked the genetical anthropologist Omoto Keiichi [Nichibunken] in what 

wayy he thought he could reconcile his views on the necessity of population control in China 

andd the importance he places on religious and cultural self-determination, he answered that he 
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didd not think it was right  for  Americans to interfere in the home-affairs of other  countries and 

walkedd off promptly. Such real-life experience is invaluable to understanding the drive behind 

thee production of a large number  of texts written on the theme of Japaneseness. They 

constitutee a warning against using a mere intertextual approach, in which groups of texts are 

takenn as a unit of analysis and judged on their  textual features alone. 

Similarr  textual features may be the result of different psychological attitudes. The 

frequentfrequent use of the passive, for  example, could be mistaken for  a result of the "Japanese 

inferiorit yy complex,"  which both Japanese and foreigners ascribe to the Japanese frequently, 

whereass in fact the use of the passive can be explained in various different ways: some use 

thee passive to show the victimization of the object as in "Japan was forced to modernize;"7 

otherss to keep a high degree of textual fuzziness, as in "th e Japanese system is reproduced by 

meanss of flexibly adaption to its environment;"  others to make generalizations on for  example 

"deforestationn caused by Cartesian dualist thinking; "  still others to avoid mentioning the actor 

subjectt  or  because they lack knowledge on the subject Clues on how to interpret general 

textuall  features can sometimes be found only in the individual text and the human behind the 

textt  in its institutional surroundings. 

II  spent much time reconstructing the ways in which new ideas are put together, e.g. 

thee way in which I think that research themes are fabricated. While I was attending M*s 

researchh meeting on renga (a form of poetry), all participants were invited to provide 

suggestionss for  a new research theme on the relationship between Japanese culture and 

modernn technology. "Ther e is a shortage of new research themes,"  M joked. It was clear 

fromfrom  the context in which the request was made, new research themes were to relate modern 

technologyy to an allegedly Japanese cultural environment to be contrasted with the West. 

Becausee M. is a specialist on literature, modern technology in this context is likely to pertain 

too textual analysis. And since Nichibunken emphasizes the Japanese classics, the theme will 

alloww a link to be made between Japanese origins and present-day technological usage 

Japanese-style.. Though this simple example is based merely on information about the leader 

off  the research group, the nature of subjects discussed at Nichibunken and a generally 

acceptedd dichotomy between East and West. Other  themes of joint-research and team-

Forr  a study on the passive in the Chinese press, see Fang Yew-jin E1994. 
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researchh groups illustrate that this simple line of thought is a good estimation of how 

"interdisciplinaryy research" of the nationalist kind is put together.8 Omoto's joint-research 

groupp on "Chess and Japanese Culture," for example, combines Omoto's special interest in a 

gamee that is thought to have special Japanese features constituting a reflection of 

contemporaryy Japanese social structure and the layered sediments of Japanese history.9 

Inn order to obtain insight into the relational network between various academic 

institutes,, I visited various institutes mat organize research-meetings concerning science, 

culturee and international relations. In Beijing, I mainly confined my visits to CASS, the 

Centrall  Party School and the Museum of History; in Japan, I visited Nichibunken, Kyoto 

University,, HAS, the PHP Research Institute, the Japan Foundation and the research 

institutee of the National Museum of Ethnology.10 By subscribing to the periodicals of several 

institutess and joining mail-lists, I received information on cultural and academic events and the 

summariess of meetings were sent to me. My interviews have been entirely informal, in line 

withh my position as a Ph.D student and visiting scholar. In general, I profited most from just 

listeningg to discussions and joining them, as it helped me to get some inkling of where 

difficultiess and disagreements lie in academic debates. I kept a diary of my impressions of 

debatess I followed. It enabled me to check how my own and the views of others altered over 

time.. Particularly fruitful was the exercise of making predictions on the outcome of research 

meetingss beforehand. It forced me to revise my own views and helped me to detect patterns 

inn the way research is structured around the unit of the nation-state across disciplines. Later 

onn I applied this technique to reading texts: guessing the conclusion of a debate in an article, 

onn the basis of knowledge of the title and journal alone. 

88 See APPENDIX I. 

99 See VH3, under  the The Dual Nature of Academic Nationalism: The Production of Symbolic Knowledge. 
"Sediment'''  refers to the 

ioo P HP in PHP Research Institut e stands for  Peace Happiness and Prosperity. The institut e was set up by 
Matsushitaa Konosuke, the founder  of this multinational company, and boasts academic, political and religious 
connections);;  the Japan Foundation supports research into Japanese cultur e and international exchanges; and, the 
Departmentt  of Comparative Studies, located at the National Museum of Ethnology [Minzok u Hakubutsukan] at Semi 
Expoo Part in Osaka, together  with the Department of Japanese Studies (Nichibunken) and the Department of Regioaal 
Studiess form the School of Cultura l Studies. 
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Comparisonn Requires Compelling Reasons 

Inn my exploration of academic nationalism, my fieldwork and the collection of materials 

servedd to find out how conceptions of the nation-state, ethnic groups, races, classes, regions, 

Eastt and West are constructed in Chinese and Japanese academic theory, in meetings of 

scholarss of various political and academic background I also wanted to know how and why 

thesee constructions change in time. My fieldwork not only allowed me to gather data in 

librariess on important publications and listen to discussions by attending classes, lectures, 

andd symposia, but also forced me to question my own methods, and revise my original 

researchh questions. 

II  struggled with two major problems. The first concerned the nature of the material I 

wass collecting. In my first year of fieldwork at Nichibunken, I had already strayed from the 

ideaa of merely comparing natural scientific theories. Apart from the problem of disappearing 

researchh materials in Beijing, another problem was the small number of academics at 

Nichibunkenn that combined "Western" scientific theory with a nativist approach. Only the 

systemss theorist (Hamaguchi), the genetic anthropologist (Omoto), and the pollen specialist 

(Yasuda)) applied scientific views to society explicitly. Others, such as founding director 

Umeharaa Takeshi, who argues for going back to the Joomon era to live in the forests,11 and 

directorr Kawai Hayao, who applies Jungian psychology to the Japanese collective 

unconsciouss [ & M mu'ishüri], do not make scientific claims or even pretend to be 

scientists,, though at times they like to point out that Japanese theories proved important 

tenetss of modern science already many centuries ago. 

Myy altered plan of collecting writings that are passed as "academic" by their authors 

att Nichibunken and CASS was not in disagreement with the notion of academic nationalism I 

hadd developed, that is, the conventional, political and automatic use of the nation-state as a 

standardd unit of comparison or framework of research. This decision, however, meant that the 

selectionn of suitable materials at CASS was going to be a huge task. But it more or less solved 

anotherr problem: much academic discourse based on scientific theory take place at CAS 

[Chinesee Academy of Science], into which I had no access. Altogether it seemed a better idea 

too confine myself to the 32 institutes within CASS where I still had ample opportunity to 

I II  CircalO.000-2.300 B.C.. [Hanibara 1991: 10] 
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findd examples of ideological projections of scientific theory, without losing sight off research 

basedd on Confucianist, Buddhist and socialistically hued theories. 

Myy second problem was more fundamental, and was related to the applicability of 

myy concept of academic nationalism to my own research. I had started to question the value 

off  making a comparative study of academic nationalism in China and Japan. After all, if I 

thoughtt of academic nationalism as using the nation-state as a framework of comparison and 

unitt of research unjustifiably and unsuitable to the research aim and context, I had to argue a 

strongg case for making the comparison central to my study. I could think of arguments for a 

comparison,, but arguments against began to weigh increasingly heavy. Arguments for were 

easilyy put together. I had already decided that the two institutes were not going to be as 

importantt to the comparison as were the ways of producing nationalist ideology. The 

institutess and their staff, and the nations in which the institutes are located are factors that 

onlyy partly contribute to.an explanation of methods used by academics in i t So I dismissed 

thee vast differences between CASS and Nichibunken as a mere trifle. Although the 

surroundingss of the institutes are also used for explaining differences between parts of the 

worldd by academics, a similarity of the tools for constructing group categories seemed to 

discountt that fact The nature of the particular institutes [their size, financial situation, status, 

historicall  background, ideological directives, censorship (official, social and self-imposed)], 

theirr relations with government, and so on, also constituted only a part of the conditions in 

whichh knowledge production takes place. Therefore, by depreciating the differences 

beforehandd I allowed myself enough leeway to go ahead with my plan of comparing methods 

off  knowledge production structured around the nation. A passage from one of my fieldwork 

reportss illustrates my determination: 

AA difficul t issue is that of selecting materials, which 1 have collected mostly at one small institute, i.e. 

NBK.. By contrast, CASS is a very large institution comprising more than 30 institutes, and it wil l be 

impossiblee to take a look at the work of all senior  lecturers in those institutes in the short time-span of 

aa year. Again, I wil l have to argue that this is not an insurmountable problem because this research is 

interestedd in the way scientific theories are used in the creation of differences between East and West, 

Chinaa and Japan. The size of the institute and the amount of staff are not irrelevant, but wil l be 

incorporatedd as explanative factors in an analysis of the social and institutional conditions of 

knowledge-productionn when relevant to the methodological issues concerned. Saying that the differences 
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inn size and staff of CASS and NBK make it impossible to compare the two would be the same as 

sayingg that the differences in size and population of China and Japan make it impossible to make a 

comparativee study of the two on any subject 

Myy biggest worry, however, is that the mere geographical distances and, predictably, less 

convenientt facilities (such as computers, library service, accessibility of meetings, opportunity to 

recordd lectures) will make it difficult for me to obtain the materials needed. Of course, these factors tell 

uss something about the degree of difficulty with which Chinese academics obtain research materials, 

butt if these factors inhibit the collection of data, it will not do this project any good. Apart from this, 

myy criteria for the selection of materials will roughly remain similar to the ones I set out with at NBK. 

Despitee my awareness of the great differences between the research institutes and the 

functionss they served, I argued myself into a comparison mat I now find preposterous. 

7.. Some differences between the research environment at CASS andNickibunken 

1996 6 
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Visitingg scholar, Department of 
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Smalll  (1 institute) 

34 4 
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culturee (Monbusho) 

Nationall  budget/ a flood of 

funding g 

Interdisciplinary,, international 

researchh focused on Japanese 

Studies s 

advisory y 

Graduatee School NBK 

Post-graduatee School NBK 

Sociologist/systemss philosopher 
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Too illustrate my appreciation of the great differences between the institutes, I provide a table, 

whichh was meant to serve as a lead for planning my collection of data (see table 1). 

Itt is not surprising that in order to understand the one aspect of producing knowledge, 

althoughh a main aspect, I had managed to turn all major differences into contextual 

subordinates.. Accordingly, I had decontextualized major chunks of my research objects out of 

existence.. It would have been alright, if only I could have explained what exactly I had been 

comparing:: Chinese and Japanese modes of knowledge production?; Knowledge production of 

twoo institutes and their academic networks?; My efficacy in collecting available research 

materialss in CASS and Nichibunken? I had not compared Chinese and Japanese knowledge 

productionn as I could hardly claim CASS and Nichibunken represent knowledge production in 

Chinaa and Japan. Such a generalized claim or assumption would have been a blatant example 

off  academic nationalism. Nor could I say that I had compared Nichibunken and CASS as the 

greatt differences between the infrastructures of the two institutes could have skewed any 

comparisonn between the knowledge production in the two institutes. Besides, why would 

anyonee want to know about the differences between two institutes that do not represent 

anything?? Too many variables and two little scope for meaningful generalization led me to 

givee up this particular comparison for the time being, that is, until I can find a compelling 

reasonn and feasible way to do so. 

Instead,, I decided to undertake the job of classifying examples of various types of 

knowledgee production in general. The research materials I had collected suited this purpose 

perfectly,, as I had been surveying the various ways of classifying nations and regions from 

thee start. Apart from presenting my ideas on academic nationalism, which is the main subject 

off  this thesis, I managed to add a negative comparison. That is, in the conclusion of this 

thesis,, I append a few remarks on how the examples I present of academic nationalism falsify 

prevailingg notions on the existence of a correlation between national prosperity and 

civilizationn theories, and between poverty and universalist notions of economic development 


